**First meeting May 2**
- Assign someone to make a recruitment flyer for elections
- zine updates and assign someone to make flyer
- Children's center interview

**Attendance**
Rosemary, Yasmin, Nathan E, Taylor Jackson, Zoya Ahmad, Ruby Neilson, Logan C, Stella, Tara Grace, Cleo E, Stella K, Dylan, Tricia Estrada, Ethan Q, Tarah Gruber,

**New Committee Structure**
- bring outreach and budget under the executive team as a whole
- split social and environmental health into environment, and social health to join education arts and culture, and justice and safety.

**Talking with Marco Lia**
- want to organize a lobby day next year (2021)
- this would be more of a Q&A with Lias.
- recommend to stop
- double check with City Attorney about meeting with sitting senator running for office.
- maybe candidate forum in the fall?

**Storytelling with Library**
- Rosemary will email the group to coordinate

**Meeting Content**
- keep the 2 a month for now
- make formal the meeting for committees after the GA
- want to do huge projects all together, but also do committee focused projects

**Mayor on the Line**
- they want to have a larger impact on policy in the future, the Mayor supports that work
- Policy agendas to the youth? Does that help for weighing in? Or what ideas can they bring to the council directly?

**Second Meeting May 16**